**THE TECH**

The Tech opens its pages with a cover story on the 1933 Christmas vacation and how it was perceived by students. The article highlights the lack of activities outside the classroom, the importance of individual contributions, and the role of the English Department in the students' lives. It also mentions the President's address to the student body and the role of fraternities in fostering a sense of community.

The Tech then turns to the Christmas break and how it was spent by students. The article discusses the influence of Jules Verne's novel, "Mysterious Island," on students' experiences and how it was used in experimental work in the science department. The article concludes with a reflection on the value and importance of the White House occupants to the nation and how this understanding is reflected in the study of American history.

The Tech also includes a notice from the Assistant Advertising Manager, Mr. T. Greff '33, announcing the availability of the 1933 Christmas vacation issue.

The Tech concludes with a notice from the Assistant Advertising Manager, Mr. T. Greff '33, announcing the availability of the 1933 Christmas vacation issue.